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The Matt Johnson Log House is an 18 by 24 foot story-and-a-half log structure built 
in 1898 of hewn native hemlock. The style of construction is characteristic of Finnish 
immigrants to Wisconsin: logs are hewn flat on the exposed sides and concave/convex on 
the other two; they are joined at the corners of the building with full dovetail notches. 
This construction system provides a tight fit obviating the use of chinking; the cabin 
is sealed with a minimal amount of moss between the logs. The cabin faces south on a 
hill among pine and aspen. It exhibits a verticality in its massing and has a steeply 
pitched gable roof; its walls are log to the roofline.

The south facade of the cabin contains two doorways. Originally there was only one; 
the easternmost came with later additions to the structure. The north facade contains 
a single window. Windows on the east facade are arranged symmetrically with two on the 
first floor and one on the second; the west facade contains two windows, one on each 
level, both centered. The ground floor contains two rooms, the westernmost being the 
larger, with a chimney centered in the partition between them, Stairs in the southwest 
corner of the cabin lead to the second floor, which is a single room.

During the first part of the 20th century additions were made to the front of the log 
house, and the entire structure was sided with clapboard. Added were a single story 
log wing, with its gable facing south, followed by a frame shed addition on its east 
side; a smaller frame addition of similar configuration later was made to the east 
part of the wing's south facade.

When William Hoffman, brother of the owner, viewed the place in the late 1950s it gave 
the appearance of a usual 20th-century farmhouse in dilapidated condition. Because 
they were not salvageable, Hoffman removed the additions; he also removed the clap 
board from the structure. The roof required new pine boards as well as asphalt shingles; 
these, Hoffman would like to replace in time with more authentic wood shingles. Windows 
and doors were replaced with new and used ones as similar in style as possible to those 
removed; Hoffman would yet like to replace the 2/2 lights he was forced to remove in his 
rehabilitation project. Because they were to remain exposed, the logs were given a coat 
of preservative which darkened them somewhat. Hoffman also placed concrete footings 
under the building, which previously had stood on piles of rock.

On the interior, Hoffman removed wallpaper and wainscoting on the first floor, leaving 
the walls exposed. On the second floor, the logs had never been covered. Floors were 
in bad shape, and he replaced them with pine planking. He rebuilt the crumbling chimney 
with old and salvaged bricks. The place has been furnished with antiques and artifacts 
of local historical interest, such as family portraits and hand-loomed rugs made by 
Finnish women of the area.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Matt Johnson Log House is locally significant as a good example of Finnish log 
construction, as part of an important turn-of-the-century Finnish settlement in the 
cutover, and as a focus of local history in Price County.

The house is built in the substantial and enduring Finnish style of log construction. 
The size and quality of construction of this identify it as a permanent house rather 
than a temporary cabin.

Built in 1898 by Matt Johnson and John Kivekoa, recent arrivals from Finland, the house 
was part of an important Finnish settlement in the Brantwood area. Finns came in large 
numbers during the 1890s to log, to work in sawmills, and ultimately to try to farm the 
cutover; Uusi Savo, as the settlement was known, grew rapidly well into the 20th century. 
Johnson and Kivekoa went to work at the nearby Knox Brothers Saw Mill in the mid 1890s. 
They built the house on Knox land, and Johnson did not secure title to the tract until 
1902.

Johnson and his family farmed their tract until 1910, when they moved on to Alberta, 
Canada. During this period, the farmstead developed, accruing outbuildings. The 
Johnson family grew and took in boarders as well; to make room, the log wing was added 
to the house. Among the boarders was John Urpalainen, the local preacher, who conducted 
services in the house during this "period. After the Johnsons left, the farm passed 
through a number of ownerships and remained through the first half of the 20th century 
a relatively successful agricultural operation. By 1950, however, the farm had fallen 
on hard times. After a tornado destroyed the barn, the owner, Elmer Bischoff, aban 
doned the place.

Joseph Hoffman bought the deserted farm in 1955, and his brother William began rehabili 
tation of the house in the early 1960's. He removed all the additions because they had 
seriously deteriorated and tried to restore the log structure to its original 1898 
appearance. Since then he has furnished the place with items of local historical 
interest and made it a local museum for the Brantwood area.

Today the house is evidence of the persistence and utility of log construction even at 
the turn of the century, when the United States was rapidly industrializing and urban 
izing. It is also a significant artifact of the Finnish settlement of Price County, the 
visual components of which are fast disappearing. Because it is restored, open to 
visitors, and the scene of periodic cultural events of the area's Finnish community, 
the house has become a visual and symbolic focus of Finnish culture in northern 
Wisconsin and of the local history of Price County.
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